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INTRODUCTION 

Joseph von Eichendorff of Silesia, which was for six 

or seven centuries a part of Germany, but which now lies 

behind the iron curtain as an allen land, was born in 1788 

at Schlofi Lubowitz and spent a happy childhood in and about 

the ancestral castle, where he developed a deep love for 

the Silesian forest and the animals which inhabited that 

section. As a child, he spent many hours either in the 

gardens of Lubowitz or in the forest surrounding his home. 

He loved to hike and explore, and on these outings, he 

observed the natural beauty of the region. It is this 

beauty to which he devotes a major part of his lyrics. 

Few German poets-[says John Firman Coar} have so 
identified the changing aspects of nature: 
waning and returning seasons, flitting clouds, 
rippling rivulets, rising and setting moon and sun, 
brightening and fading stars, and the flight of 
birds in their passage with everchanging moods of 
the human soul.l 

Eichendorff, in his simple, unpretentious style, sings 

of his "Heimat" as other poets have done. What then, sets 

his lyrics apart from those of other poets? The answer 

lies partly in his style, which is simple and uncluttered. 

This style grew out of his exposure to poetry as a child 

and his university days, during which he was influenced 

John Firman Coar, Studies in German Literature in the 
19th Century (New York: The Macmillan Co., 1903), p. 63. 



by Brentano and other major Romantic poets in Heidelberg 

and in the Rhineland. 

As a child, he developed a streng religious belief, 

and later at a Catholic "Gymnasium" in Breslau this belief 

was reinforced. One finds evidence of this religious feel-

ing in his poetry, for there exists in it a feeling of 

closeness with God. The poet unites a benevolent, personal 

Deity with Nature, and his love of Nature and of God, to-

gether with his extraordinary poetic talent, results in a 

special portrayal of Nature. 

Eichendorff sees Nature not only as a living entity, 

but he quite often endows it with very realistic human 

characteristics. Yet Eichendorff accomplishes this in a 

very convincing and credible manner. Personification, like 

other poetic devices, may be used as an integral part of a 

poem, or it may be used artificially. In such a case, it 

serves not to enhance a poem, but to destroy the credibil-

ity and reality of a work. As Rene Wehrli has noted: 

Die Personifikation war bei einigen anderen Autoren 
zu einem guten Teil asthetisierende Manier. Aber 
bei Eichendorff wurde sie zum bestimmenden Merkmal 
seines Stils, weil sie seinem innersten Wesen 
entsprach.2 

Since Eichendorff's works treat various aspects of 

Nature such as the forest, the night, the day, the brooks 

2 / 
Rene Wehrli, Eichendorffs Erlebnis und Gestaltung 

der Sinnenwelt (Frauenfeld/Leipzig: Huber & Co. 
Aktiengesellschaft, 1938), p. 188. Cited as Wehrli, 



and streams, the seasons, and the moon and sun as topics of 

poems, a separate chapter in this report will deal with 

each of these elements. This investigation will delve into 

the methods that Eichendorff uses to bring many of the non-

living aspects of Nature to life. It will also deal with 

the manner in which personification in his lyric exalts 

the living forms of Nature which he treats. His purpose 

behind this use of personification and some of its under-

lying causes will be considered. 

All excerpts of the poems have been taken from volume 

I of Eichendorffs Werke, "Meyers Klassiker-Ausgaben," 

herausgegeben von Richard Dietze, 2 vols. (Leipzig: 

Bibliographisches Institut, n.d.). Several of the poems 

have no title as such, and they are listed by a title given 

in the original text, followed by a Roman numeral correspond-

ing to the number used for their Identification in the 
II 

Meyer edition, for example, "Wanderspruche" IV. All 

excerpts are followed by the correct page number on which 

the entire poem or the excerpt will be found. 



CHAPTER I 

THE FOREST 

Of the various aspects of nature which he loved, 

Eichendorff was probably fendest of the forests of Silesia. 

The woodlands of which he writes, however, have come to 

represent the German forest in general. Indeed, his de-

scriptions are not geographically limited to his beloved 

Silesia, as many people find them to be apropos even of 

areas outside of Germany. 

Eichendorff feit that nature and the forest were 

sources of knowledge and basic truths. As a child, Eichen

dorff loved to rest under Lubowitz and read poetry, browse 

through books of the family library, or simply observe the 

beauties of the woods around his childhood home. He feit 

that the forest was a domain of peace and rest. As a child, 

he sought refuge and knowledge in the quiet and stillness 

of Nature. 

In one of Eichendorff's most widely known poems, "Der 
II 

Jager Abschied," several expressions of his love and adora-

tion of the forest come to light: 
II 

Wer hat dich, du schöner Wald, 
Aufgebaut so hoch da droben? 
Wohl den Meister will ich loben. 
So lang noch mein' Stimm' erschallt. 
Lebe wohl. 
Lebe wohl, du schöner Wald! 



Banner, der so kühle wallt! 
Unter deinen grünen Wogen 
Hast du treu uns auferzogen. 
Frommer Sagen Aufenthalt! 
Lebe wohl. 
Lebe wohl, du schöner Wald! 

(1:122) 

This poem illustrates one method of personification 

used quite often by Eichendorff. He personifies the forest 

by praising and addressing it, thereby implying that the 

Forest is a living being capable of understanding his feel-

ings. He attributes part of his upbringing to the forest, 

saying that the forest was his home and guardian as a child. 

By praising the forest, he alludes to God, its creator, 

thus expressing a streng Catholic belief. He states that 

he will praise the creator of this forest as long as his 

voice may be heard. One of the reasons for Eichendorffs 

use of personification stems from the fact that he feit 

the presence of God in nature, which He created, and in 

which He abides. In the words of Friedrich Bruns: 

A happy childhood was spent in this ancestral home 
amidst the hills and forests of Silesia. A deep 
love of his homeland and its people, a simple child-
like piety that sees everywhere in Nature the living 
presence of a kindly Providence, of a personal God, 
gives him a firm footing.^ 

This deep sentiment keeps Eichendorffs use of personifica

tion from seeming stilted or added merely as a poetic 

Friedrich Bruns, Die Lese der deutschen Lyrik (New 
York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1938), p. 24. 



device. His language is simple and his technique appears 

to fit the personifying aspect naturally, while mirroring 

the experiences which he feit as a child. 

The poem "Abschied," also one of the most famous, 

again. employs direct address, praising the forest and 

expressing gratitude for the many hours he spent there and 

for all that it taught him. Eichendorff writes: 

0 Taler weit, 0 Hohen, 
0 schöner, grüner Wald, 
Du meiner Lust und Wehen 
Andacht'ger Aufenthalt! 
Da draußen, stets betrogen 
Saust die geschaft'ge Welt, 
Schlag noch einmal die Bogen 
Um mich, du grünes Zelt. 

Da steht im Wald geschrieben 
Ein stilles, ernstes Wort 
Von rechtem Tun und Lieben, 
Und was des Menschen Hort. 
Ich habe treu gelesen 
Die Worte, schlicht und wahr. 
Und durch mein ganzes Wesen 
Ward's unaussprechlich klar. 

Bald werd' ich dich verlassen. 
Fremd in der Fremde gehn. 
Auf buntbewegten Gassen 
Des Lebens Schauspiel sehn; 
Und mitten in dem Leben 
Wird deines Ernst's Gewalt 
Mich Einsamen erheben. 
So wird mein Herz nicht alt. 

(1:123-124) 

In the first stanza the forest is described as an 

oasis from daily burdens, and an escape from the troubles 

of life. In the second stanza quoted above, actually the 

third in the poem, the forest is depicted as the teacher 



of sincerity, love, and peace. Finally, in the last stanza, 

Eichendorff states that the eternal cycle of life and 

beauty in the forest will help keep his youthful outlook on 

life and his heart from growing old. So again Eichendorff 

represents the forest as a living entity, suggesting that 

it can instruct people in the ways of life, and that it is 

capable of understanding the thoughts or words of a person. 

The poem "Die Spielleute" varies from the technique 

employed in the above-quoted poem, in that the forest and 

its inhabitants now become the primary actors: 

Frühmorgens durch die Klüfte 
Wir blasen Viktoria! 

U II 

Eine Lerche fahrt m die Lüfte: 
'Die Spielleut' sind schon da!' 
Da dehnt ein Turm und reckt sich 
Verschlafen in Morgengrau, 
Wie aus dem Traume streckt sich 
Der Strom„durch die stille Au', 
Und ihre Auglein balde 
Tun auf die Bachlein all 
Im Wald, im grünen Walde 
Das ist ein lust'ger Schall! 

Das ist ein lust'ges Reisen, 
Der Eichbaum kühl und frisch 
Mit Schatten, wo wir speisen. 
Deckt uns den grünen Tisch. 
Zum Frühstück musizieren 
Die muntern Vogelein, 
Der Wald, wenn sie pausieren. 
Stimmt wunderbar mit ein. 
Die Wipfel tut er neigen. 
Als gesegnet' er uns das Mahl, 
Und zeigt uns zwischen den Zweigen 
Tief unten das weite Tal. 

(1:29) 

The first stanza deals with the forest awakening after 

a night of rest. A lark takes to the air to announce to the 
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countryside that people have arrived in the forest. A 

tower and a large stream "Stretch" themselves after a night 

of sleep filled with dreams, while-a meadow turns its eyes 

to the brooks as if to say "Good morning." As the forest, 

the rivers, the meadows, and the animals awaken, the sounds 

of activity fill the air. All of these human qualities are 

given to the forest by Eichendorff in an effort to make the 

forest come alive to the reader. It occurs, as if by magic, 

for this is the romantic forest, füll of wonder, that 

Eichendorff loved so well. 

In the second stanza we see a relationship between man 

and the forest. An understanding, a Cooperation, and a love 

are illustrated. However, these feelings are not one-sided, 

since the two parties, Nature and man, display these senti-

ments for each other. It is not hard to imagine a man's 

having a streng love for Nature, but here nature recipro-

cates. The oak tree shelters the people beneath and pro-

tects them by covering the ground with a cool shadow as 

they breakfast. Birds de not sing or chirp, but, according 

to Eichendorff, they create music, and when they pause for 

rest, the forest takes up the tune. The gentle wind causes 

the tree tops to bew as if in prayer to bless the foed that 

the people will eat. Again, this is a reference to the 

presence of a benevolent God who makes Himself feit in 

Nature. 



The examples of personification in the abeve-cited 

work are especially noteworthy, because they are so imagi

native. The tower stretching itself in the morning always 

has the appearance of that movement,due to the fact that 

it extends skyward. The stream also possesses this char-

acteristic, in that it appears to Stretch lengthwise, and 

yet these are still very credible examples of his use of 

personification. Very often Eichendorff does not ascribe 

these movements and characteristics to an object, simply 

because they are already there and he does not need to. 

Instead, he merely calls our attention to the movement 

that already exists. In the words of Richard Alewyn: 

Von Klang und Schein wird Eichendorffs Land
schaft beherrscht. Klang und Schein aber haben 
nun diesen Vorzug vor anderen Bewegungen, da 
sie unabhängig von ihrer materiellen Quelle 
wahrgenommen oder doch vorgestellt werden können 
und zu ihrer Bewegung keines körperlichen Vehikels 
bedürfen. Sie sind nicht Bewegungen von Körpern, 
sondern Verkörperungen von Bewegung.^ 

The above-mentioned technique is greatly responsible for the 

credibility and plausibility of Eichendorffs personification 

The poem "Der Morgen" also contains references to the 

awakening of the forest in the morning, just as does the 

previous work; 

Richard Alewyn, "Eine Landschaft Eichendorffs," in 
Eichendorff Heute, herausgegeben von Paul Stöcklein 
(Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1966) , 
p. 32. 
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Fliegt der erste Morgenstrahl 
Durch das stille Nebeltal, 
Rauscht erwachend Wald und HÜqel: 
Wer da fliegen kann, nimmt Flügel! 

(1:37) 

As Eichendorff sees it, the wind in the leaves represents 

the sound of the forest's awakening,which he considers so 

beautiful that he admonishes the reader to fly to the site 

in Order that he might witness it. 

In "An der Grenze" once again we see the constant 

"Locken" and "Grüpen" of the forest. Also, Eichendorff 

mentions the feeling of protection he finds in Naturen 

Die treuen Berg' stehn auf der Wacht! 

Da kennt mich erst die ganze Rund', 
Nun grüßen Bach und VÖglein zart 
Und Walder rings nach Landesart, 

(1:50) 

Eichendorff senses that man is continually lured by 

Nature. Man is drawn away from his everyday world of care 

and trouble by the forest, which calls him into a carefree 

World of beauty. As Alewyn states: 

II 

Überall in Eichendorffs Welt, aus der Ferne oder aus 
der Tiefe, erklingen Stimmen. Die ganze Natur ist 
ein einziges Grüßen, Rufen, Locken.^ 

The forest is, for Eichendorff, an escape from the mundane 

existence created by man. There in the forest he finds 

adventure, wonder, and yet, at the same time, peace. 

5 «• 
Richard Alewyn, "Ein Wort über Eichendorff," in 

Eichendorff Heute, herausgegeben von Paul Stöcklein 
(Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesseilschaft, 1966), 
p. 13. 
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In contrast, Eichendorff often finds sadness in the 

wilds of Nature. However, it is an unusual sadness; it is 

a constant longing, although at the same time, it is a 

joyful experience. Eichendorff explains this in a poem 

"Auf dem Schwedenberge bei Lubowitz:" 

Du Wald, so dunkelschaurig, 
Waldhorn, du Jagerslust , 
Wie lustig und wie traurig 
Rührst du mir an die Brust! 

(1:110) 

Many have at one time or another experienced a type of this 

"sweet sorrow," as Shakespeare expressed it, and yet it 

remains a Sensation difficult to analyze. At one instant, 

one is happy and content, and at the next moment one is 

longing for further wandering and adventure. 

Thus Eichendorff sees the forest playing several roles. 

It is the streng pretector, whose tall trees and mountains 

form Castle towers and streng walls. The forest is the 

teacher, whose selitude allows man to look into Nature and 

inte himself and to discover the secrets and wonders which 

lie therein. Eichendorff also sees the ferst as a compan-

ion, as a living entity, with whom it is possible to commu-

nicate. The forest also represents a home where one may 

rest from cares and worries. Such is the forest of 

Eichendorff. 



CHAPTER 11 

THE NIGHT 

Life, which Eichendorff sees everywhere in Nature, 

follews by natural laws the cycles of birth and death; 

activity and rest. These cycles are the guarantee that 

this life will continue. Nature', aleng with man, is born, 

nourishes itself, works and dies, to be born again. 

We have seen the forest during the morning and day-

light hours; now let us look at the Night and the way in 

which the poet brings it to life. Eichendorff sees the 

nocturnal hours as a time of rest, as a peried of rejuve-

nation in preparation for the Coming day. It is also a 

time in which the poet feels exceptionally clese to God. 

During this time the poet feels that one may cast off the 

cares of the day and turn his thoughts toward selitude and 

peace. Night is that peried when God blesses His world 

with rest. As Helene Stigeler peints out: 

Der Dichter liebt die Nacht vor allen Tageszeiten 
. . . Der Tag zerstreut das Herz durch Eitelkeit und 
falschen Fleiss; aber in der Nacht versinkt das 
irdische Spiel und das ewige Reich des Herrn beginnt. 
. . . Der Tag verkehrt das Recht, aber die Nacht 
entzündet den Stern der Ehre. Der Herr sucht die 
seinen auf in der Nacht und offenbart sich ihnen und 
segnet das stille Land.^ 

Helene Stigeler, Die stofflichen Elemente der Lyrik 
des Freiherrn Joseph von Eichendorff (Bern: Buchdruckerei 
Gustav Grünau, 1910), p. 19. Cited as Stigeler. 

12 
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This sense of peace and tranquility is breught out 

most beautifully in the poem "Nachts." One sees the magic 

effect of the Night on the forest; 

Ich stehe in Waldesschatten 
Wie an des Lebens Rand, 
Die Lander wie dämmernde Matten, 
Der Strom wie ein silbern Band. 

Von fern nur schlagen die Glocken 
Über die Wälder herein. 
Ein Reh hebt den Kopf erschrecken 
Und schlummert gleich wieder ein. 

Der Wald aber rühret die Wipfel 
Im Traum von der Felsenwand. 
Denn der Herr geht über die Gipfel 
Und segnet das stille Land. 

(1:97) 

The first verse of the poem sets the stage, and the poet 

compares Night to the borders of life. He Stands on the 

edge of the Night, er "diesseits," and he loeks into the 

darkness of the appreaching evening, or "jenseits." It is 

as if he were looking from life inte the coming afterlife. 

One senses, however, no fear of the nearness of that cer-

tain "jenseits." 

The second stanza presents the reader with the cencrete 

sounds of "diesseits." The bells and the deer are physical, 

äctual ties to this side of earthly life. The third verse, 

theugh, moves to the "jenseits" of the spirit. The forest 

dreams, and God passes over the land and bestews upen it His 

blessing. The nighttime here is not personified but is actu

ally the catalyst bringing all these activities into being. 
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In the poem "Die Nachtigallen" the hours of the Night 

take on the role of a lone messenger which travels softly 

over the countryside with the clouds in the sky as com-

paniens. Tegether they bring comfort and rest to the world 

Finally, God pretects Eichendorffs sweetheart by covering 

her with moenlight. The Night brings as a gift the rest 

which all living things need: 

Und die Wolken, die reisen. 
Und das Land ist so blaß 
Und die Nacht wandert leise 
Durch den Wald übers Gras. 

Zieht der Einsiedel sein Glöcklein, 
Sie höret es nicht. 
Es fallen ihr die Lecken 
Ubers ganze Gesicht. 

Und daß sie niemand erschrecket. 
Der liebe Gott hat sie hier 
Ganz mit Mondschein bedecket. 
Da träumt sie von mir. 

(1:246) 

The last stanza again displays God's love and presence 

in the Night. He covers the girl with a blanket of moen

light, as if putting her to bed. Thus pretected, no one 

will awaken her from her sleep. 

To Eichendorff, nighttime connetes a longing to heed 

the sense of "Wanderlust," as in the poem "Sehnsucht." This 

poem contains almost all of the motifs which Eichendorff 

utilizes in his poetry. The "prächtige Nacht" and the 

"Wanderlust," which appear so often in Eichendorffs work, 
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appear in the first stanza. The second and third stanzas 

deal with "das Wandern," "das Rauschen des Waldes," and 

"Quellen," all typical elements of Eichendorffs romantic 

poetry. Personification of the "Brunnen" in the last stanza 

is noteworthy, in that the fountains are flewing just as 

if it were day, and yet Eichendorff describes them as 

"verschlafen." The very same sound of "das Rauschen" seems 

to indicate now that they are resting, although during the 

day Eichendorff describes them as being active: 

Sie sangen von Marmorbildern, 
Von Gärten, die überm Gestein 
In dämmernden Lauben verwildern. 
Palasten in Mondenschein, 

Wo die Mädchen am Fenster lauschen. 
Wann der Lauten Klang erwacht. 
Und die Brunnen verschlafen rauschen 
In der prächtigen Sommernacht. 

(1:37) 

Gardens are also an often used aspect of the poet's 

works. Here he views them as becoming wild or returning to 

the natural State, relinquishing the well-kept look that 

man has given them. 

One of Eichendorffs most famous poems is "Abendland

schaft." This poem of but eight lines mirrors the author's 

search for the perfect home. Never completely satisfied 

with his Station, and yet almost always content, he seeks 

that impossible perfection lying just beyond his grasp: 
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Der Hirt blast seine Weise, 
Von Fern ein Schuß noch fällt. 
Die Walder rauschen leise 
Und Ströme tief im Feld. 

Nur hinter jenem Hügel 
Noch spielt der Abendschein— 
0 hätt' ich, hätt' ich Flügel, 
Zu fliegen da hinein! 

(1:178) 

One almost perceives that the stream and the forest speak 

to one another, that the "Rauschen" is a type of 

communication. 

Eichendorff attributes childlike qualities to the rays 

of the sun as they play behind a hill. Again it is possible 

to envision the light through the leaves of the trees, 

creating, here and there, shadows which play games of chase 

with one another, as the wind gently moves the trees. 

These"are beautiful examples of personification, and yet 

they possess a quality which lends them a believability. 

Eichendorff calls our attention to the human-like 

characteristics of living and non-living elements of Nature. 

Josef Nadler explains it thus: 
Wollen wir uns die Natur menschlich naherbringen, so 
müssen wir sie eben menschlich denken, ihr Leben, 
Beseelung, Bewegung leihen, unser Leben auch in ihr 
voraussetzen, es in sie einfühlen. Wir suchen 
unsere Persönlichkeit in der Natur zu spiegeln . . . 
Diese Beseelung hat nichts zu tun mit willkürlicher 
Vermenschlichung.^ 

^Josef Nadler, Eichendorffs Lyrik: Ihre Technik und 
ihre Geschichte (Prag: Carl Bellmann Verlag, 1908), p. 40. 
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Eichendorff achieves personification that is so natural as 

to be almost passed over without recognition in a casual 

reading. Personification is there and it is obvious, but 

it fits into the work as an integral part. 

Some beautiful Images of the night arise in the poem 

"Die Nacht;" 

Nacht ist wie ein stilles Meer, 
Lust und Leid und Liebesklagen 
Kommen so verworren her 
In dem linden Wellenschlagen. 

Wunsche wie die Wolken sind, 
Schiffen durch die stillen Räume, 
Wer erkennt im lauen Wind, 
Ob's Gedanken oder Träume?— 

Schließ' ich nun auch Herz und Mund, 
Die so gern den Sternen klagen: 
Leise doch in Herzensgrund 
Bleibt das linde Wellenschlagen. 

(1:199) 

The first two verses of the poem are very subjective, while 

the last is more objective. Eichendorff feels that the 

solitude of night is conducive to thought as he illustrates 

in this poem. According to Josef Nadler, "[Stimmungen und 

Gefühle werden] den Naturelementen als beseelten Einheiten, 
o 

die tätig und leidend gedacht sind, geliehen." But here 

we see that not only does he personify Nature by giving it 

feelings, but, as the author points out, he senses and 

receives feelings from the night. The evening sets for 

Eichendorff a certain mood, and the feelings already in the 

o 

Ibid., p. 68. 
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poet are nurtured by the solitude. Thus we have a two-way 

exchange between the author and Nature. From the poet 

Nature receives expression, and the poet, in turn, is in

fluenced by the time of the day, the seasons, and his sur-

roundings. In the last stanza Eichendorff attempts to 

shelter himself from the influence of these feelings. 

Still, he bears within his heart traces of the "linde 

Wellenschlagen" indicating the fact that he cannot totally 

separate himself from the effects of his environs. 

The poem "Fruhlingsdammerung" contains passages that 

reveal the magic with which the night is endowed as it 

casts a spell over the landscape, and individual effects 

of it are described; 

In der stillen Pracht, 
In allen frischen BÜschen und Bäumen 
Flüstert's wie Traumen 
Die ganze Nacht. 
Denn über den mondbeglanzten Landern 
Mit langen weißen Gewändern 
Ziehen die schlanken 
Wolkenfrau'n wie geheime Gedanken, . . . 

(1:177) 

Eichendorff describes the "Rauschen" as a whispering, and 

the clouds are fancifully described by the lyrist, who 

refers to them as "Wolkenfrauen" who creep along as quietly 

and passively as "geheime Gedanken." This is indeed a 

striking description, whereby the clouds in the evening 

sky take on the appearance of women who are dressed in 

garments of clouds. 
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Another poem, "Nachts," uses the night as the setting: 

Ich wandre durch die stille Nacht, 
Da schleicht der Mond so heimlich sacht 
Oft aus der dunklen Wolkenhülle 
Und hin und her im Tal 
Erwacht die Nachtigall, 
Dann wieder alles grau und stille. 

O wunderbarer Nachtgesang: 
Von fern im Land der Ströme Gang, 
Leis schauern in den dunklen Bäumen— 
Wirrst die Gedanken mir. 
Mein irres Singen hier 
Ist wie ein Rufen nur aus Traumen. 

(1:14) 

The moon does not rise, on the contrary, it creeps up into 

the heavens; it steals silently across the skies, occa-

sionally peering out from behind the clouds. Vision is not 

the only sense referred to in this poem. Eichendorff sings 

of the "Nachtgesang," which is the sound of the streams, 

the shivering and rustling of the trees. His thoughts 

become confused, and the entire scene possesses for him a 

dreamlike quality. The end of the first stanza describes 

the night as "grau und stille" and yet, again, he points 

out that activity does not cease in the night. The moon 

ascends, a breeze rustles in the trees, and one can hear 

the streams in the distance. In these lines Eichendorff 

superbly reproduces a still night scene. 

A poem which illustrates the subtle genius of the 

author is "Mondnacht." The night is described as "still," 

"sacht," and "sternklar." At this time of rest and love. 
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it appears as if heaven has kissed the earth softly in the 

moonlight. In the stillness the author senses such joy and 

freedom in the evening that his soul takes flight. This 

poem possesses salient examples of personification which 

preserve a sense of naturalness in the lyric. Rene Wehrli 

noted this naturalness when he wrote, "Bedeutsam und 

II 

visionär ist die Personifizierung der Nacht dei Eichen-
9 

dorff." Who can refute this Statement by Wehrli after 

reading "Mondnacht"?— 

Es war, als hätt' <^er Himmel 
Die Erde' still geküßt. 
Daß sie in Blutenschimmer 
Von ihm nun träumen mußt. 

Die :[vuft ging durch die Felder, 
Die Ähren wogten sacht, ̂^ 
Es rauschten leis die Walder, 
So sternklar war die Nacht. 

Und meine Seele spannte 
Weit ihre Flügel aus. 
Flog durch die stillen Lande 
Als flöge sie nach Haus. 

(1:282) 

Eichendorff sees the earth dreaming of the heavens. The 

breeze passing through the fields and trees lends its old 

familiär music, "das Rauschen," to the scene, and, once 

again, Eichendorff alludes to his romantic yearning. His 

soul takes wing and flies toward the perfect, heavenly 

home. 

^Wehrli, p. 184. 
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"Der Einsiedler" deals not only with the night but 

with the nearness of death: 

Komm, Trost der Welt, du stille Nacht! 
Wie steigst du von den Bergen sacht. 
Die Lüfte alle schlafen. 
Ein Schiffer nur noch, wandermud'. 
Singt übers Meer sein Abendlied 
Zu Gottes Lob im Hafen. 

Die Jahre wie die Wolken gehn 
Und lassen mich hier einsam stehn. 
Die Welt hat mich vergessen. 
Da tratst du wunderbar zu mir. 
Wenn ich beim Waldesrauschen hier 
Gedankenvoll gesessen. 

O Trost der Welt, du stille Nacht! 
Der Tag hat mich so müd gemacht. 
Das weite Meer schon dunkelt. 
Laß ausruhn mich von Lust und Not, 
Bis daß das ew'ge Morgenrot 
Den stillen Wald durchfunkelt. 

(1:275, 276) 

Eichendorff, through the recluse, speaks to the night, ask-

ing it to come to him from the mountains and give him rest. 

The years have passed him by like clouds passing over his 

head, and the world has forgotten him. In the third 

stanza the poet reveals that he is tired from the day and 

that he wishes to rest until the dawn. Here Eichendorff 

seems to say that he awaits the dawning of the afterlife, 

as his toil here on earth has gradually worn him down. 

Thus here one sees the night as the comfort of the world, 

as a precursor of death. The hermit welcomes the heavenly 

sunrise which Signals the dawn of a new day in the "Jenseits" 

of this life. 
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The night is pictured as a loving parent who protects 

his child in "Die Nacht:" 

. . . Die Berg' im Mondesschimmer 
Wie in Gedanken stehn. 
Und durch verworrene Trümmer 
Die Quellen klagend gehn. 

Denn müd'ging auf den Matten 
Die Schönheit nun zur Ruh', 
Es deckt mit kühlen Schatten 
Die Nacht das Liebchen zu . . . 

(1:39) 

This work shows mountains Standing as if they were engrossed 

in thought and the babbling streams flowing through the 

woods and ruins of old Castles in the forests. The noctur

nal beauty of the forest and meadows rests, not vanishing 

yet for a while, as if seeking shelter to sleep, and 

remains visible to the eye and ear as the night covers the 

scene with a blanket of shadows. The night brings repose 

to Nature, just as a mother would cover her child. 

The night casts a magic spell on Nature and on the 

poet in the poem "Schöne Fremde." Rather than putting the 

countryside to sleep, the nighttime seemingly bestows upon 

the region a sense of euphoria and joy: 
Hier hinter den Myrtenbäumen 
In heimlich dämmernder Pracht ̂  
Was sprichst du wirr wie in Träumen 
Zu mir, phantastische Nacht? 

Es funkeln auf mich alle Sterne 
Mit glühendem Liebesblick, 
Es redet trunken die Ferne 
Wie von künftigem, großem Glück. 

(1:41) 
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The part of the forest which Eichendorff passes appears 

intoxicated with the joy and tranquility of the night. The 

scene is as dreamlike as night and the blessing of God ends 

the reign of the day. The stars shine down lovingly upon 

the earth and the poet, and in the distance Eichendorff 

hears voices of Nature proclaiming happiness and contentment 

"Nachtgruß"(II) is a poem which reveals the night as a 

time of love: 
II •• 

Über die beglanzten Gipfel 
Fernher kommt es wie ein Grüßen, 
Flüsternd neigen sich die Wipfel, 
Als ob sie sich wollten küssen. 

Ist er doch so schon und milde! 
Stimmen gehen durch die Nacht, 
Singen heimlich von dem Bilde— 
Ach, ich bin so froh erwacht! 

Plaudert nicht so laut, ihr Quellen! 
Wissen darf es nicht der Morgen! 
In der Mondnacht linde Wellen 
Senk' ich still mein Gluck und Sorgen. 

(1:42, 43) 

The hours of the night are pictured as a time of privacy 

during which a girl has had a meeting with her lover. 
Trees whisper to each other, as unidentified voices go 

through the night, singing of the beauty of the scene. 

The girl seeks to quiet the streams, for they babble too 

loudly and might reveal to the morning what they witnessed 

during the night. She seeks to keep her happiness and 

worries within the gentle moonlit night. 
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Thus it is clear that Eichendorff loves the night for 

many reasons. It is a comfort to the world and a respite 

from the problems one encounters during the day. God 

blesses Nature with the night, and Eichendorff communicates 

with the Lord at this time because of the freedom of inward 

thought which it inspires. These hours of rest are a 

source of new life and energy for the poet and all the cre-

ations of God. The solitude and quiet also contribute to 

self-exploration, as the poet succumbs to the effects of 

Nature and religious feeling upon his innermost thoughts. 

A sense of calm overtakes the world as it awaits the coming 

day with its adventures, trials, and tribulations. 



CHAPTER III 

THE DAY 

Der Morgen, das ist meine Freude! 
Da steig' ich in stiller Stund' 
Auf den höchsten Berg in die Weite, 
Grüß'dich, Deutschland, aus Herzensgrund! 

(1:49) 

Considering the love and praise he bestows upon the 

night, it might seem unusual to find that Eichendorff has 

very nearly the same feelings about the day. He calls the 

day "his joy," and yet he has spoken of the night as a 

respite from the problems of the day. Nevertheless, the 

monotony of the day's mundane activities is not mentioned 

in Eichendorffs treatment of the day in any poems. As 

Helene Stigeler notes: 

Am Tag lobt Eichendorff eigentümlicherweise dasselbe, 
was ihm die Schönheit der Nacht ausmacht, vor allem 
die Einsamkeit und Stille. Von der Arbeit, der Hast, 
dem Lärm des Tages schweigt er. Nur in den 
Nachtliedern warf er einen Rückblick auf den "lauten 
Tag," aber in den Tagesliedern kommt nichts mehr 
davon zum Vorschein.-'̂ '̂  

Having rested during the night, and feeling refreshed, 

the poet now deals with the beauty and quiet of the morning, 

the part of the day with which he concerns himself most. 

The poem "Frühe" is but one Illustration of his sentiments 

about the morning. It begins: 

Stigeler, p. 25. 

25 
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Im Osten graut's, der Nebel fällt. 
Wer Weiß, wie bald sich's rühret! 
Doch schwer im Schlaf noch ruht die Welt, 

II 

Von allem nichts verspuret. 

(1:100) 

These, the first verses of the poem, show the world 

still fast asleep, waiting for morning to arrive. However, 

one notices a difference in this poem from the 

"Nachtlieder," for the words "schwer" and "nichts verspüret" 

seem to be departures from Eichendorffs usual portrayal of 

the night as a restful, yet relatively active period. Now 

the day awakens the world from a deep sleep. 

The second stanza brings out another interesting 

contradiction: 
Nur eine frühe Lerche steigt. 
Es hat ihr was geträumet 
Vom Lichte, wenn noch alles schweigt. 
Das kaum die HÖhen säumet. 

(1:100) 

Iramediately one sees a change in one of the living forms of 

Nature which the poet uses. Concerning the night, Eichen

dorff refers to the "nightingale," but here the lark 

becomes a representative of the daylight hours. The bird 

has dreamed of the morning's light, and now it soars high 

into the sky to greet the rays of the sun. 

In the poem entitled "Der frohe Wandersmann" Eichen

dorff contrasts the morning's effect on different types of 

people : 
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Die Tragen, die zu Hause liegen. 
Erquicket nicht das Morgenrot; 
Sie wissen nur vom Kinderwiegen, 
Von Sorgen, Last und Not um Brot. 

Here the author again voices his belief that one must enter 

into Nature if one is really to know and love it. One must 

reach out and accept it, whereas the "Trägen" in this verse 

are so burdened by their problems, that they fall to see 

the joy just outside their walls. 

The next stanza of the poem, however, illustrates the 

reaction of the forest as it awakens to the new day: 

Die Bächlein von den Bergen springen. 
Die Lerchen schwirren hoch vor Lust, 
Was sollt' ich nicht mit ihnen singen 
Aus voller Kehl' und frischer Brust? 

(1:13) 

The larks and the landscape itself literally leap to greet 

the day. Refreshed by the night, the poet, the larks and 

the brook sing with joy at the top of their voices, meeting 

the morning and rejoicing in the pulsing activity that it 

brings. 

Eichendorff recognizes, though, that other moods are 

brought on or influenced by the day. In "Mittagsruh" the 

activities of the daytime slow for a short rest. We read: 
Über Bergen, Fluß und Talen, 
Stiller Lust und tiefen Qualen 
Webet heimlich, schillert, Strahlen! 
Sinnend ruht des Tags Geyjrühle 
In der dunkelblauen Schwüle, 

(1:38) 
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Here, in the warm midday sun, Nature and the day's activ

ities pause for repose. The day is still depicted as a 

time of quiet and pensive thought, but now the world seeks 

to relax, following the morning's rejuvenation of the 

countryside. 

In the final stanza of "Die Nacht" the poet poses a 

question to the morning: 

Die Stern' gehn auf und nieder— 
Wann kommst du, Morgenwind, 
Und hebst die,,Schatten wieder 
Von dem verträumten Kind? 

(1:39) 

Here the morning takes over the role which the night played 

earlier, that of guardian or caretaker, while the world is 

personified as a child asleep. Morning appears to remove 

the Cover of shadow and awaken the sleeping earth. Thus 

we see daytime divided into two distinct periods, morning 

and midday. At times the day brings about a flourish of 

activity; at other times it calls for periods of rest. In 

still other instances it takes over the reign of the night, 

and the sun, whose first morning rays the lark soars sky

ward to meet, becomes the successor to the moon. As Rene 

Wehrli expresses it: 

Hier ist die Verschiedenheit unter den einzelnen 
Verkörperungen des Morgens bemerkenswert, die wieder 
darauf hindeutet, wie wenig konventionell, wie 
lebendig gewachsen, die Personifikation bei Eichen-

II p. II 

dorff erscheint; man mußte die angeführten Stellen 
in ihrem größeren Zusammenhang betrachten, um zu 
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sehen, wie sehr sie diesem angepaßt sind, wie sie 
gleichsam aus der Situation, aus dem gegebenen 
Moment entspringen. 

Indeed, Eichendorff personifies the morning or the 

day with such great Imagination, and yet with such mastery 

and delicacy, that especially effective imagery results. 

II 

This is the case with the poem "Wanderspruche" (IV) : 

Die Lerche grüßt den ersten Strahl, 
Daß er die Brust ihr zünde. 
Wenn träge Nacht noch ußerall 
Durchschleicht die tiefen Grunde. 

(1:46) 

One can almost see the lark as it soars upward, and the 

brilliance of its breast as it is Struck by the sun's rays. 

The sun rushes to meet the birds and the forest, bringing 

its own contribution of life-giving warmth and energy. One 

finds this same concept in "Morgengruß": 

Steig nur. Sonne, 
Auf die Hohn! 
Schauer wehn. 
Und die Erde bebt vor Wonne. 

(1:187) 

Thus Eichendorff calls upon the sun to rise and shed its 

light on the earth after a cleansing, refreshing rain. The 

sun does not drive the storm away; instead, it adds light, 

warmth and energy for life to supplant the freshly fallen 

rain. The earth trembles with joy as it awaits the morn

ing rays. This süperb passage expresses a great deal 

within the scope of fourteen words. 

•̂ •̂ Wehrli, p. 181. 
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II " 

Stilles Gluck" gives yet another view of the morning 

in a Situation somewhat similar to that of the preceding 

poem: 

Es hat die Nacht geregnet. 
Es zog noch grau ins Tal, 
Und ruhten still gesegnet 
Die Felder überall; 
Von LÜften kaum gefächelt. 
Durchs ungewisse Blau 
Die Sonne verschlafen lächelt' 
Wie eine wunderschöne Frau. 

(1:193) 

A tender, feminine, motherly love is displayed in this poem, 

which presents the sun as a lovely, smiling woman, whose 

countenance is turned toward the earth, which is basking in 

the warmth of that smile. Again it has rained during the 

night and the sun rises to warm and dry the earth. Eichen

dorff describes each phase of nature as a complement to the 

other phases, thereby underscoring his steadfast belief 

that Nature is the perfect creation of a perfect Creator. 

The day, then, is not the worry-burdened time through 

which man must toil; rather, Eichendorff removes this con-

ception from his poems of the day. He regards the day as 

a necessary, vibrant, vital part of life, and yet he con-

centrates on the tranquility of this period of life's 

activity. He sees the sun as life-giving and beneficent. 

The day and the night are perfect complements of each other; 

not only is this true in reality, but also in Eichendorffs 

lyrics. Each is necessary for life, each is totally 
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different from the other, and each is loved deeply by the 

poet. One senses his wonder at Nature, expressed in even 

the shortest passages. He shows the reader the character

istics of the day which magically transform these non-

living aspects of Nature into living beings with feeling 

and reaction, thereby illustrating how poetry can alter 

one's perception of Nature and life. 

• - zRwnnr - . r i r t r ' n m i i u i v i v v i f f « • • l i t « i n < r 



CHAPTER IV 

THE SEASONS 

For Eichendorff the seasons hold a special importance, 

Summer, fall, and winter appear in his poetry permeated 

with a longing for his favorite season, Spring. He does 

not write of the summer's hot days, but of its beautiful 

nights. The autumn is perceived as quiet and still, yet 

at this time, he yearns for the joy of a long-departed 

youth. The winter is described as "trüb," with its icy 

winds howling and its snow covering the landscape. In 

contrast. Spring represents the new awakening of life, a 

rejuvenation. With its arrival, the ever-present 

"Rauschen" of the streams and the forest begins. Life, 

which was taken captive by Winter, is set free by the 

returning "Lenz." As Helen Stigeler says: "Was die Nacht 

unter den Tageszeiten, das ist der Frühling unter den 

Jahreszeiten für unsern Dichter. ""̂ ^ This, his favorite 

season of the year, is the time for his beloved "Wandern" 

and for love. In the poem "Tusch" we see the return of 

life brought about by Spring: 

Fängt die Sonne an zu stechen. 
Tapfer schießen Gras und Krauter 
Und die Bäume schlagen aus: 
Muß des Feinds Gewalt zerbrechen. 
Nimmt der Winter schnell Reißaus . . . 

12 
Stigeler, p. 36. 32 
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Here the awakening occurs, and new life begins to stir. 

Winter is referred to as the "Feind," and its power over 

the "tapfer" plants and trees must be broken. 

Only after the life-renewing presence of spring has 

arrived on the scene does he speak of music and of the 

playing of Instruments: 

Erd' und Himmel glänzen heiter; 
Und wir Musikanten fahren 
Lustig auf dem Fluß hinunter, 
Trommeln, pfeifen, blasen, geigen. 
Und die HÖrner klingen munter, 

(1:30) 
The trochaic verses, with a regulär beat of four feet, set 

the rhythm of the drum to the poem, and the reader falls 

under the spell of the music. Although many examples of 

personification in Eichendorff are Visual, the ear plays 

the major role. This poem especially reflects the impor-

tance of sound for the poet's art. 

Two poems which reveal the rejuvenating power of spring 

are "Sehnsucht" (IV) and "Rettung." In "Sehnsucht" (IV) we 

see spring as a liberating force: 

Frühling will das Blau befreien. 
Aus der Grüne, aus dem Schein 
Ruft es lockend: Ewig dein— 

(1:54) 

Here the beneficent spring seeks to unleash the manifold 

colors of Nature from the dull grays and stark whites of 

winter. Also in "Rettung" we see a similar view expressed 
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Der Frühling schlug die Augen auf so helle. 
Hinunter reisten Ström' und Wolken schnelle. 

Die Busche langten,,mir mit grünen Armen, 
Es schrieen alle VÖglein recht zum Erbarmen. 

(1:60) 

As Spring opens its eyes, the streams and clouds are 

quickened with renewed power and vivid movement, the bushes 

reach out to embrace life, and the birds cry in a pitiful 

manner because of Winter's merciless fury. Spring re-

sponds to their desires, just as night granted respite 

from the "trübe Tag." 

In "Nachklänge" (II), Eichendorff expresses his feel

ing about autumn. These verses offer a striking contrast 

in the attitude of the author toward fall, the season 

preceding winter: 

O Herbst, in linden Tagen 
Wie hast du rings dein Reich 
Phantastisch aufgeschlagen. 
So bunt und doch so bleich! 

(1:230) 

The poet praises the fantastic realm of autumn with its mild 

days and burning colors. One cannot fall to see the beauty 

of the scene, and yet the key to the author' s sentiments 

lies in the very same line as the mention of the brilliant 

colors. He states that even though the season is marked 

with beauty, it is pale. He refers to the rapidly approach-

ing season of winter as the bringer of cold and death. The 

autumn holds for Eichendorff thoughts of the transitoriness 
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of life. Spring is now past, and the carefree youthfulness 

which it instilled in Nature has now faded into the matu-

rity of fall. Yet Eichendorff does not give up hope for 

the vernal rejuvenation of life. The poem "Der Vogel 

Abschied" expresses the poet's hope for the resurrection 

which accompanies springtime: 

Träumt fort im stillen Grunde! 
Die Berg' stehn auf der Wacht, 
Die Sterne machen Runde 
Die lange Winternacht. 

Und ob sie all' verglommen 
Die Taler und die Hohn— 
Lenz muß doch wieder kommen 
Und alles auferstehn! 

(1:52, 53) 

As the birds bid farewell to their summer home and pre-

pare for their migration to warmer regions, they realize 

that the loss of life during the winter will be only tem-

porary. Even as God offers a life after death to man, so 

spring will return and bless the land with a rebirth. 

Such is the attitude of the author toward the seasons. 

He loves life so dearly and he sees so clearly the perfec

tion of his environs which God created, that he develops 

a relationship with them. He takes the liberty of bestowing 

human characteristics upon them in order to intensify this 

relationship. As Wehrli points out: 

Besonders häufig sind . . . die Verkörperungen von 
. . . Jahreszeiten, die so intensiv erlebt werden. 
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daß das Verhältnis zu ihnen wirklich ein fast 
persönliches wird.-'--̂  

Eichendorffs intense love for the seasons and Nature 

in general is expressed so simply and yet so elegantly in 

his poems, that one never doubts the sincerity of the 

author. There is a sense of pure joy that is imparted to 

the reader as he is made aware of the relationship between 

the author and the subject of his lyricism. His manner of 

attributing life and even human characteristics to inani-

mate objects in Nature, conveys to the reader the same 

sense of wonder and love which the poet feels. 

•^•^ehrli, p. 181. 



CHAPTER V 

OTHER INSTANCES OF PERSONIFICATION 

Eichendorff personifies other features of Nature, as 

well as the major elements treated in the preceding chap-

ters. He gives voice to several animals, but especially 

to birds. The latter appear in his poetry more often 

than other denizens of the forest. He develops a close 

relationship with the animals, just as he does with the 
II 

rest of Nature. In the poems "Zur Hochzeit" and "Frühe" 

he gives the reader a glimpse of the life he sees in all 

branches of Nature. In the former we read: 

Was das für ein Gezwitscher ist! 
Durch's Blau die Schwalben zucken 
Und Schrein: "Sie haben sich geküßt!" 
Vom Baum Rotkehlchen gucken. 

Der Storch stolziert von Bein zu Bein; 
"Da muß ich fischen gehen—'' 
Der Abend wie im Traum darein 
Schaut von den stillen HÖhen. 

(1:52) 

The swallows rejoice at a wedding, and their words indicate 

happiness and enthusiasm at having witnessed the kiss of 

the two lovers. The stork, however, realizing that soon he 

will have to bring a child to the lovers, sets out to find 

one. 

In "Frühe" we see another side of a lark's life as 

described by the poet: 

37 
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Nur eine frühe Lerche steigt. 
Es hat ihr was geträumet 
Vom Lichte, wenn noch alles schweigt. 
Das kaum die Hohen säumet. 

(1:100) 

Again, the reader sees an animal performing an activity 

normally associated with humans. Although it is known that 

other animals dream, it is safe to say that this poem uses 

the dream as personification. 

The life of animals has been developed by the author, 

but he does not stop with that. As with humans, so must 

animals experience death. "Todeslust" reveals the author's 

Impression of a dying swan: 

Bevor er in die blaue Flut gesunken. 
Träumt noch der Schwan und singet todestrunken; 
Die sommermüde Erde im Verblühen 
Laßt all ihr Feuer in den Trauben glühen; 

(1:287) 

A dream occupies the last instant of life before the swan 

sinks into the water. Especially poignant is the descrip

tion of the bird as "todestrunken"—drunk with death; it 

is awaiting the end of life while lost in a dream, where 

tranquility is indicated by the peaceful end to an exis

tence fulfilled/ and the summer ends with a like effort. 

The poet also attributes life to various non-living 

objects in Nature. He likewise injects notes of his streng 

religious belief, as in the poem "Trost": 
Sag' an, du helles Bachlein du. 
Von Felsen eingeschlossen. 
Du rauschst so munter immerzu. 
Wo kommst du hergeflossen? 
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The first stanza is a question posed by the author to a 

small brook. Where does the little brook originate? It 

flows down from cliffs in the mountains, but Eichendorff 

inquires further, and in the next stanza the brook answers: 

Dort oben steht des Vaters Haus 
Still in den klaren Lüften, 
Da ruhen die alten Helden aus 
In den kristallnen Klüften! 

(1:124) 

The writer mentions the home of the father of the brook, 

which is located in the skies above the cliffs. While a 

raincloud may actually be the point of origin of the 

"Bachlein," one senses that the poet is speaking of another 

Father, or God. This is a reflection of the sentiments of 

the author, namely, that the Lord makes Himself feit in 

Nature. Thus the brook has two "fathers," and Eichendorff 

treats Nature as if it were related to both man and God. 

He invests Nature with traits of man, and he regards God 

as its Creator. Oskar Seidlin defines this relationship 

as follows: 

Die Natur als Kreatur lebt denselben Zyklus, 
dieselben Möglichkeiten von Unschuld, SÜnde, 
Auferstehung und Erlösung wie ihre Mitkreatur, der 
Mensch. Das Leben der Natur, wie Eichendorff es 
sieht, vollzieht sich in der religiösen Spannung 
zwischen Gottesnähe und Gnadenferne.1^ 

14 
Oskar Seidlin, "Eichendorffs symbolische Landschaft," 

in Eichendorff Heute, herausgegeben von Paul Stöcklein 
(Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1966), 
p. 236. 
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The poem "Der Dichter" contains yet another striking 

example of personification: 

Das Gras rings um, die Blumen gar 
Stehn mit Juwel und Perl' im Haar 
Die schlanken Pappeln, Busch und Saat 
Verneigen sich im größten Staat. 

(1:47) 

Here the jewels of which Eichendorff speaks are actually 

Ornaments resulting from sunlight flashing on dew drops. 

The poet mentions that the various plants bow in the wind 

in the great "Staat" of Nature, or Nature's adornment of 

itself with its soft, delicate, jewel-like beauty. 

The very same Nature which is part of God also possesses 

tinges of magic and the supernatural. There are spirits who 

haunt the forest at night, as in the poems "Lustige 

Musikanten" and "Elfe." In the former, one sees both real 

and supernatural inhabitants of the forest: 

Die Frösche tapfer Ständchen bringen. 
Die Fledermaus schwirrt leis voran. 
Und in dem Fluß auf feuchtem Stein 
Gähnt laut der alte Wassermann, 
Strählt sich den Bart im Mondenscheine, 
Und fragt ein Irrlicht, wer wir sind? 

(1:43, 44) 

Again the ear plays a major role. The sounds of the animals 

are a serenade to the poet. There is a note of unfamiliar-

ity of the poet with this area, as a spirit in the river, 

"der alte Wassermann," asks who Eichendorff and his compan-

ions are. In contrast, a festive mood prevails in "Elfe," 
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as elves beseech the poet to stay with them, since they 

have planned a dance in the Valley: 

Bleib bei uns! wir haben den Tanzplan im Tal 
Bedeckt mit Mondesglanze, 
Johanniswürmchen erleuchten den Saal, 
Die Heimchen spielen zum Tanze. 

(1:178) 

The celebration in the moonlight creates a different 

mood than that of the previous poem with its quiet solitude. 

The mysterious quality of both poems shows Eichendorffs 

visions of the supernatural in Nature which is created 

and ruled by God. 

A poem which accurately describes Eichendorffs philos-

ophy and his ability to endow Nature with human character

istics is "Sprüche" (VII): 
Schläft ein Lied in allen Dingen, 
Die da träumen fort und fort. 
Und die Welt hebt an zu singen. 
Triffst du nur das Zauberwort. 

(1:77) 

Eichendorff indeed perceives life locked in all aspects of 

Nature, awaiting the magic of the poet which will release 

it. The "Zauberwort" of the sensitive poet will set the 

sleeping spng free and the world joins in the singing. 

Eichendorff has found the "Zauberwort" which has the 

power to instill life. His lyrics abound with personifi-

cation, and their vitality stems in part from the fact that 

he has been able to vivify inanimate objects and to illus-

trate the human side of Nature. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION 

Life begets life. Eichendorff sees everywhere in 

Nature a vitality which is mirrored in his poetry. He 

creates life in his lyrics by calling attention to the liv

ing forms of Nature. But as we have seen, Eichendorff is 

not limited to the living forms. He personifies the day, 

the night, brooks, and other such aspects not by giving 

them human characteristics, but, rather, by endowing their 

own peculiar traits with descriptions which relate, them 

to human characteristics. Thus he establishes an area of 

common ground between the subject and his audience. He 

offers the reader a simple description of the object being 

personified, emphasizing the trait in question. 

The poet himself has a streng relationship with the 

objects he treats in his poetry. His love of Nature, in 

which he, a very religious man, sees the handiwerk of God, 

leads inevitably to the use of personification. Only 

through personif ication is it possible for him (and the 

reader) to develop this affinity with the elements of 

Nature; in other words, through personification he and his 

reader may actually communicate with various features of 

Nature. One may experience new ideas or simply enjoy the 

impressions which arise from reading these poems. 
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Just as God gave life to man, so Eichendorff himself 

invests the living and non-living forms of Nature with 

human characteristics. By breathing life into his word-

paintings of Nature, he expresses his wonder at the work 

of the Master. He regards the forest, the seasons, night 

and day, and animals as friends, and indeed they are com-

panions to him. Sometimes they may appear as guardians, 

rejuvenators, or comrades, but there always exists between 

them and the poet a two-way relationship—a sense of commu

nication to which Eichendorff gives expression by personi

fying the multifarious features of Nature. 
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